
Game rules:


• The group chooses a Maze Master.


• The Maze Master picks up the Secret Maze Plan.


•  The group is not allowed to see the Secret Maze Plan.


• The first player begins by attempting to crack (figure out) the code to the 
”maze”. The first player chooses one of the squares and steps on it. 


• A sound will be given by the Maze Master indicating if the first player’s choice 
was correct or not. 


• The first player continues to move on the squares always as long as he/she 
chooses the correct direction.  


• If the player chooses incorrectly a square, a sound will be given indicating his/
her turn is over.  The player must now step backwards precisely on the same 
steps as he/she did when first starting the game. (In the correct direction).


• The next player now makes an attempt to crack (figure out) the correct direction 
of the maze by stepping on the first players correct steps and then attempting 
to step on further steps in hope its in the correct direction.


• If the player chooses incorrectly a square, a sound will be given indicating his/
her turn is over.  The player must now step backwards precisely on the same 
steps as he/she did when first starting the game. (In the correct direction).


• After a period of time, a time-out will be announced and the group has to 
choose a Maze Leader. The Maze Leader stands at the side of the maze and 
concentrates on the right path through the maze.


• The Maze Leader is not allowed to talk but can use gestures to help the 
members of the group to come through the maze.


• The game requires concentration so its important that during the game, its quiet 
and talking is not allowed. 


